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TRACKLISTING

LOGO SIDE
1. J.J.Smoothie clubmix 6:53    2. Ursula 1000 remix 5:52

OTHER SIDE
1. Kulturni  Program electropop mix 5:37    2. K.P. Production robot pop mix 3:05

3. Stereo De Luxe original version 2:55

PRODUKTINFO

Sparte: Electro/Pop/House
Label :K.P. Production/Bungalow

Format: 12“-vinyl EP Labelcode: 02657
Vertrieb: SiB Distribution  Best.Nr.: KP/UR 002

VÖ-Datum: Mo. 17.11.2003

INFO

Stereo de Luxe have kept you waiting for quite some time since there last release, but now 
right in time to bring some heat into the cold winter days we get started. In cooperation with 
Bungalow, the new label K.P. Productions took Stereo de Luxe under their wings. Stereo de 
Luxe are back! Back on vinyl and back in the clubs. With their new track “Favorite Radio” the 
two boys from Berlin have moved away from the funky break beats on their 2000 album 
“Glam-o-Rama” and transformed into a perfect pop machine with snagged jagged edges. 
The result of this transformation is a sunlit guitar-Pop-Electro-beat song full of  bizarre

samples and effects. It will hardly surprise you that the song "Favorite Radio" originated in the Mediterranean 
summer heat during a tour in Spain. This time, Stero de Luxe completely left the task of putting the finishing 
touches to their song and giving it the ultimate dance tune to their remix producers. In the end, even Stereo 
Deluxe were astonished about what had been created on their foundation. The song was remixed by Ursula 
1000 (NYC / 18th Street Lounge), J.J. Smoothie (Plastic Raygun, U K), Kul turni Program (San Franciscoburg) 
and K.P. Production. And all of  them saw to it that once again you will enjoy the Stero de Luxe universe's entire 
range of styles: sawing rock guitars, rich house beats, electro pop melodies and bizarre samples. Please fasten 
your seatbelts. Ladies on the dance floor. We`ll go on a turbulent journey…
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